
整形外科常見疾病的
介紹
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Wounds



Wounds
Phases of Wound Healing

1.substrate phase: inflammation or 
exudateive
stage

2.proliferative phase: collagen or 
fibroblastic
stage

3.remodeling phase: maturation stage



Wounds
Wound Closure

1.primary healing (by first intention): 
wound
closure by direct approximation

2.spontaneous healing (by secondary 
intention):
wound left open to heal spontaneously

3.tertiary healing (by third intention): 
delayed
wound closure after several days



Wounds
Scars

1.hypertrophic scars: spontaneous 
regression
with time

2.keloid: overgrowth of collagen fibers 
and no
regression with time

3.treatments: * elastic pressure bandage
* intra-lesional steroid 

injection
* excision
* radiation therapy









Wounds
Marjolin Ulcer

1.carcinoma arising in a chronic wound
2.most common cell type: SCC
3.aggressive and have a poor overall 

survival
rate

4.the 2-year survival rate: 66% to 80%. 



Grafts and Flaps



Grafts and Flaps
Skin Grafts

Classifications
1.by species: * autograft

* allograft
* xenograft

2.by thickness: * split thickness skin 
graft

* full thickness skin 
graft









Grafts and Flaps
Skin Flaps

Classifications
1.pedicle flaps: * cutaneous (random flap)

* arterial (axial flap)
*  island flap

2.free flaps: microvascular anastomoses

































Grafts and Flaps
Other Grafts

1.tendon                        2.bone
3.cartilage                     4.fascia
5.dermis                        6.muscle
7.nerve                          8.vessel



Malignant Skin 
Lesions



Malignant Skin Lesions
Bowen’s Disease

1.intraepidermal carcinoma or 
epidermoid
carcinoma in situ

2.may develop into invasive 
squamous cell
carcinoma

3.treatment: excision



Malignant Skin Lesions
Squamous Cell Carcinoma

1.ulceration with irregular edges
Margolin’s ulcer

2.associated with sun light exposure
3.rapid in growth than basal cell 

carcinoma
4.treatments: * surgical excision

* radiation therapy





Malignant Skin Lesions
Basal Cell Carcinoma

1.most common skin cancer
2.nodule, ulceration, patch or cystic type

Rodent ulcer--- resemble something a 
rat had gnawed on and eaten

3.associated with sun light exposure
4.slow growing with local invasion
5.rarely metastasizes
6.treatments: * surgical excision

* radiation therapy





Malignant Skin Lesions
Malignant Melanoma

1.most aggressive skin malignancy
2.commonly metastasizes early via 

lymphatic
drainage, and considered as a 
“systemic
disease”

3.classifications:
* lentigo malignant melanoma - 10%
* superficial spreading melanoma -
75%
* nodular melanoma - 15%
* acral lentiginous melanoma



Malignant Skin Lesions
Malignant Melanoma

4.Clark’s five levels of cutaneous invasion:
* level I: confine to epidermis (in situ)
* level II: extend to papillary dermis 
but not

reach reticular dermis
* level III: penetrate interface between

papillary dermis and reticular dermis 
but

not extend into reticular dermis
* level IV: extend to reticular dermis
* level V: reach subcutaneous fat



Malignant Skin Lesions
Malignant Melanoma

5.Breslow’s thickness of invasion:
* lesion < 0.75 mm is comparable to 
Clark’s

level I or II
* lesion between 0.75 to 1.5 mm is

comparable to Clark’s level III
* lesion > 1.5 mm is comparable to 
Clark’s

level IV or V



Malignant Skin Lesions
Malignant Melanoma

6.treatments:
* wide excision for level I and II lesions
* wide excision and regional lymph node

dissection for level III, IV and V lesions
* radiation therapy, chemotherapy and

immunotherapy





Facial Bone 
Fractures



Facial Bone Fractures
Diagnosis

1.history
2.physical examination for asymmetry, 

bone
mobility, extraocular muscle range 
(double
vision), sensory loss

3.X-ray: skull routine, C-spine, Water’s 
view,
Panorex view

4.facial bone CT scan



Facial Bone Fractures
Classifications

1.mandibular fracture
2.zygomatic fracture: tripods, zygomatic

arch
3.midface fracture: Lefort I, II and III
4.nasal bone fracture
5.orbital wall fractures: blow out (orbital 

floor
and medial wall)



Facial Bone Fractures
Treatments

1.consult dentist, ophthalmologist or
neurosurgeon when indicated

2.correction of double vision and 
visual
acuity

3.reestablishment of normal occlusion
4.open reduction and internal fixation



The angle classification of 
occlusion:

















Head and Neck 
Tumors



Head and Neck Tumors
Salivary Gland Tumors

1.classifications:
* parotid: most common, most are 
benign
* submandibular: higher incidence of

malignancy
* minor salivary glands: least common, 
with

highest incidence of malignancy





Head and Neck Tumors
Salivary Gland Tumors

2.diagnosis:
* physical examinations: tumor 
mass, facial

nerve function, neck lymph node
* CT scan or MRI



Head and Neck Tumors
Salivary Gland Tumors

3.treatments:
* benign tumors: surgical removal of 
gland

with sparing of adjacent facial nerves
* malignant tumors: surgical removal 
of

entire gland with sparing of adjacent 
facial

nerve unless directly involved; local 
tumor





Head and Neck Tumors
Tumors of Oral Cavity

1.classifications:
* anatomic sites: lip, tongue, aveolar
ridge,

buccal, tonsilar fossa, hypopharynx
* histopathology: SCC, sarcoma, … etc.



Head and Neck Tumors
Tumors of Oral Cavity

2.diagnosis:
* physical examinations
* nasopharyngeal endoscope
* biopsy
* CT scan or MRI



T = extent of the primary tumor 
N = state of regional lymph nodes 
M = metastases 

TNM Pretreatment Clinical Classification 
T Primary tumor 
Tis Preinvasive cancer (carcinoma in situ) 
T0 No evidence of primary tumor 
T1 Tumor 2 cm or less in greatest dimension 
T2 Tumor more than 2 cm but not more than 4 cm 
T3 Tumor more than 4 cm 
T4 Tumor with extension to bone muscle, skin, antrum, 
neck, etc. 
Tx Minimum requirements to assess primary tumor cannot 
be met 



N Regional lymph nodes 
N0 No evidence of regional lymph node involvement 
N1 Evidence of involvement of movable homolateral
regional lymph nodes 
N2 Evidence of involvement of movable contralateral or 
bilateral regional lymph nodes 
N3 Evidence of involvement of fixed regional lymph 
nodes 
Nx Minimum requirements to assess the regional nodes 
cannot be met 

M Distant metastases 
M0 No evidence of distant metastases 
M1 Evidence of distant metastases 
Mx Minimum requirements to assess the presence of 
distant metastases cannot be met 



Head and Neck Tumors
Tumors of Oral Cavity

3.treatments:
* surgical wide excision
* radical neck lymph node 
dissection
* radiation therapy
* chemotherapy for advanced 
disease









Thermal Injuries



Thermal Injuries
Injury Zones

1.zone of coagulation: irreversible damage
2.zone of stasis: cells injured and without

specialized treatment will die within 24-
48
hours

3.zone of hyperemia: cells minimally 
injured
and will recover within 7 days



Thermal Injuries
Burn Size (Total Body Surface Area)

1.rough estimate: rule of 9’s
2.burn diagram: different charts for 

adults and
children, because of head-chest size
discrepancy and limb differentials in
children





Thermal Injuries
Diagnosis

1.depth:
* 1st degree
* 2nd degree: superficial partial 
thickness

deep partial thickness
* 3rd degree: full thickness

2.locations: head and neck, limbs and 
perineum are critical areas







Thermal Injuries
Diagnosis

3.inhalation injury: flame burn in face,
suspicion of CO intoxication

4.compartment syndrome of limbs
5.associated injuries: fracture, 

underlying
diseases, …….etc.



Thermal Injuries
Treatments

1.relieve respiratory distress: escharotomy
and/or intubation

2.prevention and/or treat burn shock: fluid
resuscitation

3.monitor resuscitation: foley catheter for
monitoring urine output



Thermal Injuries
Treatments

4.baseline laboratory studies
5.prophylactic antibiotics
6.prevention of gastric stress ulcer: proton

pump inhibitor (losec), H2 blocker 
(zantac)

7.nutrition support: albumin level
8.wound debridement and skin graft





Thermal Injuries
Complications

1.renal failure
2.GI bleeding
3.burn wound sepsis
4.progressive pulmonary insufficiency
5.wound contracture and hypertrophic

scarring



Aesthetic Surgery



Aesthetic Surgery
1.hair transfer: male pattern baldness
2.forehead or brow lift: decrease forehead

wrinkles
3.blepharoplasty: oriental eyelids, eyelid 

ptosis, entropion, baggy eyelids
4.rhinoplasty: correct hump, broad tip
5.face lift: aging face













Aesthetic Surgery
6.facial scars: scar revision
7.facial dermabrasion: minimize wrinkles
8.otoplasty: correct protruding ears
9.augmentation mammoplasty: hypoplastic

breasts
10.body contour: abdominoplasty, 

liposuction
11.laser therapy











Lower Limbs
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